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HEADTEACHER – MRS MASON 

There is only one word that can be used to sum up the year that Maldon Court Preparatory School 

has had and this is OUTSTANDING. As you are all aware, we have had three inspections this year 

and have excelled in all of them. I am delighted to say that we received the highest possible gradings 

in all three inspections. Our Nursery had their Ofsted inspection in May where we were awarded 

‘Outstanding’ in all areas. I encourage you to read the report which is available to view on the Ofsted 

website or on this link: 

 https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/inspection-reports/find-inspection-report/provider/CARE/EY480188 

Only two days after the Ofsted inspection, we then got the phone call from the Independent Schools 

Inspectorate (ISI) who informed us that we were getting a full school compliance inspection plus a 

nursery inspection the following day! Yet again, I am delighted to announce that we passed our 

compliance inspection with flying colours and also received an ‘Outstanding’ grading for our Nursery 

provision. These gradings are exceptionally rare and are testament to the hard work, commitment 

and dedication of all of the staff and the whole school community.  

Maldon Court has also continued to excel both academically and in our sports, music, arts and 

drama. We have achieved superb English and Maths results, maintaining our fantastic record of a 

number of children exceeding expectations in KS2 (previously known as Level 6). Form 6 have also 

had excellent results with the 11 Plus and scholarships to a number of prestigious independent and 

state schools. Maldon Court also won the highly prestigious Mid Essex School’s swimming gala in 

May and we won Athletic District Sports in July also becoming champions in Relay, Track and Field 

. Our school soiree showcased our wonderful musical talent that we have at the school and was a 

thoroughly enjoyable evening.  

It delights me that everyone that visits the school comment on the wonderful atmosphere that is 

evident within the school. As our school saying says “ If a child is happy, they will learn”. This is 

something that we all passionately believe in at Maldon Court and it is clear to see  just how happy 

our children are! Thank you all for your continued support of Maldon Court to ensure that each 

and every child gets the happiest and best education that they possibly can.  

 

Mrs Mason 

https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/inspection-reports/find-inspection-report/provider/CARE/EY480188
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ENGLISH – MRS OLIVE 

The Curriculum 

Once again, we are delighted with the excellent progress made by our children in EYFS. The nursery 

has really flourished and is filled with fantastic displays of the activities our youngest children enjoy. 

Pre -Reception and Reception have worked very hard and the results at the end of Reception are 

outstanding. It is always fantastic to watch children learning to read and write and the joy they have 

when they achieve.   This year with the introduction of the PIRA (Progress in Reading Assessments) 

we have seen that every class in KS 1 and 2 are making   excellent progress against the national 

averages for children of their year groups. All classes are working above the standard expected. This 

shows that the children are being exposed to a variety of texts and that their vocabulary is constantly 

growing. We have also put a big emphasis on grammar this year with the whole school following a 

SPAG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) scheme.  

The children are producing some fantastic stories showing their understanding of how to use 

grammar and punctuation. Not only have they written lots of stories but have also had the 

opportunity to write play scripts and use their Drama skills within lessons. Class Assemblies have 

enabled the children to demonstrate their fantastic articulation and expression to an audience which 

included their relatives. Form 1 told us the story of St Patrick; Form 2 -St George and the Dragon; 

Form 3 - the story of Stone Age Man; Form 4 - the story of Roald Dahl ‘s Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory; Form 5 Introduced- Fantastic Science and Form 6 - Macbeth. 

    

Book Day 

The school celebrated World Book Day in March and this year there appeared to be a greater 

variety of characters this year and many wonderful costumes. We had a special assembly and the 

children were able to share their favourite books with children in other classes. Reception had a 

fabulous time on Book Day. In groups the children created stories around the characters they had 

dressed up as. 
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The number of children taking part in the ESB exams is growing every year. Mrs. Deakin is in school 

every Monday , helping and encouraging the children in their preparation. There are 4 parts to the 

exam: Show and Tell / Structured Talk; Poetry or Drama - Memorised Own Choice; Reading to 

Others; Listening and Responding within a group.. In November twelve children from Forms 3 and 

4 sat their E.S.B. Examination. The children did very well achieving 9 Distinctions and 3 Merits 

between them. 

A further 9 children from Forms 5 and 6 sat their exam in June and we were again delighted with 

the results. For the first time a pupil took the Junior Medallion Exam and gained a Distinction. We 

had a further 3 Distinctions and 5 Merit Plus (endorsed) in the Entrance 3 Level exam. 

As part of their English curriculum Forms 3 and 4   enjoyed a wonderful trip to the Roald Dahl 

Museum in Missenden . While there they learned about his life and saw the sweetshop where he 

got his ideas for Charley and the chocolate factory book. They also saw the room where he worked 

on his ideas for his books. 

    

Molly Dancers 

We were delighted to invite the Molly Dancers into the school playground in January. The dancers 

came out into Maldon High Street for the traditional and historic Plough Monday event. Plough 

Monday, has roots back to the 1500s - sees a huge group of molly dancers travel up through Maldon 

performing their classic style of Morris dance. Plough Monday marks the official start of the 

agricultural year, historically performed by ploughboys during mid-winter. It was originally an all-

male tradition but with one of the members - the Molly - dressed up as a woman. 

The blessing of the plough on Plough Sunday ahead of what would have been the first day of work 

after the Christmas festivities is an opportunity to thank our farmers and other food producers for 

ensuring we have food for our tables and to ask God's blessing for them in the vital contribution 

they make to our wellbeing as a society. The children were invited to join in the dancing to traditional 

music and celebrate what is a very old local tradition. 
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MATHEMATICS – MRS CLARK  

“Mathematics provides a powerful universal language and intellectual toolkit for abstraction, 

generalisation and synthesis. It is the language of science and technology. It enables us to probe the 

natural universe and to develop new technologies that have helped us control and master our 

environment, and change expectations and standards of living. Mathematical skills are highly valued 

and sought after. Mathematical training disciplines the mind, develops logical and critical reasoning” 

Professor Adrian Smith. 

 

This year has seen the introduction of a new whole school scheme of work – Abacus Maths. The 

scheme provides children with wide ranging activities including class Powerpoints for the teaching 

and learning of new skills, animated lesson starters, work books and text books and online maths 

homework activities. One of the many advantages of the new scheme is that it is constantly being 

updated in line with any new initiatives and added to, so there are always new and exciting activities 

for the children to complete during lessons. 

Each of the children have their own Abacus online account that allows the teachers to allocate 

differentiated homework activities which can then be monitored to assess the children’s 

understanding and progress. Once completed the children earn coins which they can spend in the 

Abacus virtual world. There are also further activities which the children can complete within their 

world which encourage the children to continue to develop their Maths skills. 

 

Abacus Maths also includes continuous modular assessments which the class teachers carry out 

every half term. These assessments focus on the general arithmetic skills as well as problem solving 

and reasoning of the topics covered in the previous half term. These assessments provide staff in 

great detail how the children are performing, in line with the government expectations, as well as 

offering the opportunity to consolidate topics which the class may have found tricky. 

This academic year has been another outstanding year of success with 100% of pupils in Form 6 

achieving the required expectations for the end of Key Stage 2 and 40% exceeding national 

expectations. 
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In Forms 2 – 6 it is important that children are confident in their recall of key number facts including 

their times tables up to 12x12 and the associated division facts, square numbers, prime numbers, 

factors and multiples as well as understanding the link between fractions, decimals and percentages. 

All of these enable children to quickly access the information they may need when problem solving 

and investigating number puzzles. When they achieve all 5 badges they can then completed the 

Ultimate badge in which they have to complete 100 times tables related questions in 2 ½ minutes. 

Reception has had lots of fun learning and developing mathematical concepts by combining it with 

the various topics covered throughout the Early Years curriculum. As part of the ‘Let’s Pretend’ 

theme Reception practised recognising and ordering numbers. The children learnt about capacity 

and the related vocabulary by utilising everyday objects to measure and make comparisons. The 

children used themselves to create a repeating pattern. 

       

Form 1 has enjoyed using the new maths scheme of work, which has given them the confidence to 

apply their new maths skills they have learnt independently. They have learnt how to discuss different 

strategies to help them when they are faced with a maths problem and have thoroughly enjoyed the 

online maths homework games enabling them to consolidate their knowledge on a topic they have 

covered in the week. 

They have learnt the names of common 2D and 3D shape, addition and subtraction facts totally 10 

and to add three numbers by putting the largest number first. They have learnt how to find a small 

difference between two numbers by counting on and how to say 1 or 10 more or less than a number 

given. They have had experience of working out the same amount of money using different 

combinations of coins. 

Form 2 has really enjoyed the new scheme of work and using their skills across the curriculum. They 

produced some lovely tables and graphs in science to collect and present data from their Bug 

Hunting and work they did on position and direction really aided their algorithm work in Computing 

when they had to program a floor turtle. 

       

In Form 3 the children have begun to think about the ‘Mastery of Maths’ and ensuring they can 

explain and deepen their knowledge of the subject. The children have been exposed to many 

different methods of addition and subtraction and now are able to choose the most suitable method 

for them.  
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During the year, Form 3 have had the first chance of earning their times table badges and become 

quicker in the recall of multiplication as well as learning the grid method. Throughout the year the 

children have been learning how to apply their knowledge to word problems. This of course 

encourages the children to read the questions carefully and extract the information necessary. The 

children have been practising telling the time, fractions, and adding and subtracting money, whilst 

making the experience contextual in order for them to relate and see the purpose of learning maths. 

 

Form 4 has really enjoyed their first year using Abacus. The scheme has allowed them to complete 

online homework activities and really extended their understanding with a number of fun challenges. 

We’ve learnt many new games with a firm favourite being the problem solving game Dara, from 

Kenya. The children were amazed that there are so many different Maths games played all over 

Africa using sticks and stones. 

    

In Form 5 the children work hard to complete the Key Stage 2 curriculum in the lead up to the 11+, 

and entrance examinations for local Independent Secondary Schools that they will take in the 

Autumn term. The curriculum has been supplemented by 11+ preparation workbooks from the 

Independent Schools Examination Board which cover all of the mathematical topics for these exams. 

Form 5 have also enjoyed the new Maths scheme especially the range of different approaches to 

each topic that provides stimulation for all the different style of learner. 
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Form 6 have continued to work hard throughout this academic year, even once the exams are all 

complete. This year they have covered a range of topics including Pythagoras Theorem, calculating 

the properties of circles, spheres and cones using Pi and algebra all of which are taken from the Key 

Stage 3 curriculum.  

Also this year Form 6 have studied profit and loss and managing money which they linked to the 

Computing curriculum by developing their own pop-up stalls at the school Christmas Bazaar where 

they sold a variety of products including hand painted tealight holders, homemade Rocky Road and 

hand crafted room signs. The children had to use Excel to keep track of their group costs, profit 

and loss, an important skill for life. 

In January the whole school participated in the Big School Bird Watch. All of the children carefully 

recorded the different types of birds that visited their gardens for one hour over the Bird Watch 

Weekend. This allowed the children to develop their data handling skills using tally marks and tables. 

Once the children had bought their data into school they used a variety of different ways to record 

and display the information. Pupils in Form 6 also collated the data for the whole school to establish 

which bird was the most common (mode) and least common with some very surprising results.  
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SCIENCE – MRS BARON 

The national curriculum for science aims to ensure that all pupils: develop scientific knowledge and 

conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics; develop 

understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of science 

enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions about the world around them and are 

equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of science, 

today and for the future. 

Reception have done lots of practical investigations this year. They investigated which substances 

would be best to melt the ice on the playground and which material would keep them dry in the 

rain. They used magnifying glasses to observe and find tiny holes in some of the materials. They also 

investigated why Mummy’s porridge was just right, whilst Daddy’s porridge was thick and lumpy and 

Baby’s porridge was runny. They discovered it was due to the size of the spoon they used in the 

recipe.  

 

Form 1 enjoyed their topic ‘Who am I?’; identifying and naming basic parts of the body, saying which 

parts of the body are linked to each sense and testing their sense of smell.  They had an exciting day 

at Chigborough Lakes linked to their topic ‘Desert Island’; learning about materials and their 

properties. They learnt about what they would need to do to survive on a desert island. They found 

natural materials that had been washed ashore in the shipwreck to make a shelter and to test if it 

would be waterproof and windproof. In the Summer Term, Form 1 enjoyed a fantastic day learning 

about plants at Hyde Hall; they learnt about flowers and trees from all over the world and were 

given the opportunity to smell and feel them. They found out what plants need to survive and why 

plants are so important to humans for food, to create materials for clothing and for building furniture 

and homes.  
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Form 2 have had a very-hands on year in science. They have learnt about the importance of exercise, 

eating the right amounts of food and hygiene; the sneeze test was very enlightening. They compared 

the suitability of everyday materials for particular uses and how materials can be changed. They have 

explored and compared the differences between things that are living, dead or never been alive; 

habitats, food chains and forces. They have also investigated what seeds need to germinate and what 

they need to grow well by carrying out some simple tests. Their science has been enriched by the 

Science Day and their trips to Notley Park, Layer Marney and Chigborough Lakes.  

 

This year in Form 3, the children have studied plants, they have learnt about life cycles and grown 

their own tomatoes which they are hoping to harvest after the summer break. When learning about 

magnets, the children used their knowledge to create their own magnetic game which other year 

groups tested. Other topics covered have been Animals and Humans and Rocks and Space. 

Throughout the year the children have been developing their experimental skills by creating their 

own questions to study, predicting their results and beginning to use their skills to reach conclusions 

from their experiments.  

 

The theme for this year’s British Science Week was “Change”, encouraging children to think about 

and investigate the changes happening in the world all around us. Form 3 and 4 linked this to their 

unit study of Roald Dahl and had an explosive time concocting a marvellous medicine using fizzy 

drinks, popping candy and Mentos.  
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Form 4 have enjoyed conducting a variety of exciting experiments, the most popular one was making 

ice cream using a ziplock bag. Others have included making a cloud in a jar, recreating the digestive 

tract, making their own magnetic compass, experimenting with sound and exploring electrical 

circuits.   

 

Form 5 have learnt about the properties of materials that surround us, the Earth in space, life cycles 

of living things and forces.  They have carried out practical investigations, conducted their own 

research and learnt to relate their findings to the world around them. 

Form 6 have enjoyed studying a wide variety of topics in Science including Electricity, Light, Evolution 

& Inheritance, Animals Including Humans, and Classifying Critters. The children particularly enjoyed 

conducting a range of investigations such as which situations allow mould to grow, investigating how 

to create a burglar or fire alarm circuit and testing their heart rate recovery after completing timed 

exercises.  

The children took part in Science Day in which they completed a range of activities based around 

the topic of light. They identified the different colours that make up white light, investigated how 

the size of shadows change when the light source is moved and discovered how a light bulb is made.  

 

Eco Schools Committee 

This year, the Eco Schools Committee are extremely proud to have earned the Eco Schools Bronze 

Award. This included a variety of commitments that the committee members, pupils and staff had 

to undertake. This included completing an Environmental Impact Review which identified targets for 

the whole school, creating a whole school Action Plan which was then shared with the rest of the 

school during an assembly and involving the whole school in initiatives to reduce the human impact 

on the environment. 
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One of the target areas has been to reduce the amount of electricity used in school, this was 

addressed by the council members designing small signs reminding staff and pupils to switch of the 

lights, turn of computers and smartboards when they are not being used and to close doors and 

windows during colder months.  

The second target area was to cut down on waste, in particular waste paper. Each of the classes 

was issued with scrap paper and recycled paper boxes which were emptied by the Key Stage 2 

council members. The Eco Councils cause was also bolstered by the introduction of Parentmail 

which meant that letters to parents were no longer in paper format. 

In the Spring term the Eco Council began their fundraising efforts by holding a stall selling homemade 

fat balls and bags of conkers, traditionally used to keep spiders away. The council are looking into 

possible ways in which this money can be used to help the school become more environmentally 

aware. 

The committee members held meetings every half term, evaluating targets set in the previous 

meetings and setting agendas for the next meeting, this also included hosting 2 assemblies to the 

whole school explaining what they had discovered in the Environmental Impact Study and to 

introduce Switch Off Fortnight which encouraged children to turn of appliances when they were 

not being used. 

    

An excellent year for the Eco committee. 
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COMPUTING – MRS DICKINSON & MRS FLEMING 

Computing is covered by all year groups and is taught as a discrete subject. The skills that children 

learn within their computing lessons are then used throughout the different curriculum areas. All 

children use the computing skills they learn in all other areas of the curriculum on a daily basis. 

 

Reception have used a variety of ICT equipment throughout the year, such as sound buttons, CD 

players, Bee-bots and tablets. They also visit the computer suite weekly and particularly enjoy 

exploring  the ‘Busythings’ program on the classroom computer. The children have all learnt to 

program the Bee- bot and incorporate him in their role play. In the photo Bee-Bot is Going on a 

Bear Hunt. 

    

Form 1 have been developing a wide skills base in computer lessons, using a range of programs for 

their work. They have used the internet to find information and websites using a search engine, and 

are aware of how to do this safely. Form 1 particularly enjoyed using Tux Paint program to create 

a traditional story character picture. They were able to retrieve and manipulate their illustrations 

and learnt how to control their mouse. They created a program to move a robotic toy to a particular 

location and to debug a program. 

Form 2 has completed a number of different Units this Year. They have taken photographs and 

edited them, they have used a graphing program to record science results, they have learned about 

simple algorithms, how to send emails, used Scratch to create sprites and make them move and 

used the internet to research different topics using a mind-mapping program; they even created 

their own power point as part of their Class Assembly. The varied nature of the curriculum has kept 

them motivated and engaged. 
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In Form 3, the children have great fun bug fixing using the program Scratch. The children had to 

produce their own game and make sure they understood what an algorithm is. Once having a deeper 

knowledge of algorithms the children then went to create their own moving animation once again 

using the programme Scratch. The children have typed up their own surveys about a topic chosen. 

The children have enjoyed using the tablets within lessons and  as well as using them for research 

or math games they have used apps such as ‘Pic Collage’ to create posters after researching certain 

topics. The app ‘Explain Everything’ has been used by Form 3 to prove they understand the work 

and to be able to model their work to others. The children have used an app called ‘Tellagami’ to 

pretend to be presenters and enjoyed sharing their facts about the Grand Canyon. 

In computing this year Form 5  have used power point to create narrative games using hyperlinks.  

They have learnt how to design houses and buildings using google sketch up, a computer aided 

design programme. They  completed a code breakers unit where they learned  about the history of 

communication from semaphore through to the internet and how data can be encrypted to keep it 

safe.   

 

Form 6 have thoroughly enjoyed completing some new topics using the school tablets. Their focuses 

including, ‘We Are Fundraisers’ encouraged the children to work in a team to develop profit making 

stall for the Christmas Bazaar. The children had to create Excel spreadsheets to document all the 

costs and identify how much profit, or loss, they were going to make, as well as posters in Word 

and Publisher to advertise their stalls. 

‘We Are Environmentalists’ introduced the children to the art of video creation in which the children 

had to produce a 3 minute video explaining what climate change is and how it could affect the planet 

in years to come. 
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HISTORY – MRS SHORT 

As a school we have covered a range of Historical periods and topics in order to produce some 

exciting work this year. The children really enjoy History as it provides a chance for them to learn 

about famous events that happened in the past. History is such a broad subject and so this provides 

opportunities for cross-curricular learning in all subject areas.  

KS2 use topic books to collate all of their topic work over each term. It gives them the chance to 

create a unique folder about their studies. With their work being of such a high standard, the 

children can really be proud of what they have produced at the end of the year. 

Following a visit from Jacob’s baby brother, Reception enjoyed comparing the things that a baby, a 

child, and an adult can do.  

 

Form 1 looked at how the lives of people have changed over time and how these changes over time 

have formed life today. They studied how transport has changed over time and were able to discuss 

how trains are different from, or similar to the first trains and order makes of car from the earliest 

to the latest. They learnt about the first successful aeroplane flight by the Wright Brothers and had 

to answer questions on the Apollo 11 mission. 

Form 2 has thoroughly enjoyed learning about the Great Fire of London; they tested the theories 

about why the fire spread so far and so fast by building their own model and then setting light to it. 

(see picture) They also enhanced their studies with a visit to Layer Marney Tower; they had a tour 

to learn about the history of the building along with a workshop about the combustibility of materials 

and fire safety; they also produced some lovely chalk pastel pictures to represent the fire. 

Form 2 also learned about the importance of Remembrance Day following a visit to the local War 

Memorial and also about Guy Fawkes; to learn Key Features of a past event in British History. 
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In Form 3 they have been studying about the Egyptians and learning about the art of Hieroglyphics 

and Mummification. The children learnt about the Stone Age where they could explain the different 

periods through time and can give several examples of ways in which past events have shaped our 

lives today. The children could give several reasons as to why people might have acted as they did 

in history and could compare several aspects of life across different periods of time. As well as 

learning about this topic the children performed a wonderful assembly in full leopard print attire, 

bow and arrows and even black teeth! 

 

In our Topic this year Form 4 have looked at Famous explorers. We have looked at a different 

explorer each week and used the tablets to enrich their understanding. We have created a digital 

diary of Robert Scott’s Diary using the app Tellagami. The children were able to debate passionately 

on the ethics involved with colonisation. The children really enjoyed learning about the tools and 

equipment used for Navigating in the past and were able to empathise with the conditions people 

had to endure in order to achieve their goals. 

Form 5 this year studied the studied WW2 through a variety of topics including: How it began, 

Britain declares War, Bomb Shelters and the Blitz, Hitler’s Plans to Invade Britain, The Battle of 

Britain, the Home Front, including food rationing and the Life of an Evacuee. The children had great 

fun building barrage balloons. 

This year Form 6 studied the History of London, following the changes through the different eras. 

The children researched the Roman, Viking, Tudor and Victorian periods noting how the town 

became a city and finally the capital city. The children really enjoyed finding out about the Black 

Death and some of the ridiculous cures that plague doctors recommended to their patients. Form 

6 watched a video short which illustrated what life would have been like in Tudor London with the 

viewer flying through the narrow, dirty streets and over the city revealing St Pauls Cathedral and 

some of the kings palaces. The children then wrote their own accounts of what it was like as a child 

to live and work in London during this time. 

Whilst studying the Around the World topic Form 6 completed a detailed study of ancient culture 

of Benin. The children were fascinated the rise and fall of the civilisation in such a short period of 

time, less than 1000 years. 
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GEOGRAPHY – MRS SHORT 

Geography is taught across the school enabling children to gain a better knowledge and 

understanding of the world we live in. During Geography lessons children are able to build on subject 

specific vocabulary, develop map work skills and learn about the purpose and usefulness of atlases.  

Our whole school topic ‘Around the World’ has been useful in developing the children’s knowledge 

of our world. The children experienced two enrichment days linked to our school topic visiting 

different classes and taking part in activities linked to each continent.  

Reception went to the school garden to weed and prepare the ground before sprinkling wild flower 

seeds. They have also been growing potatoes and tomatoes. Reception went to Leeches Gardens 

to look for Autumn changes. 

    

Form 1 have studied their local area describing the town and street where they live. They spent 

time studying the seven continents of the world and some countries within the continents as part 

of our school topic. They have also identified the countries and capital cities of the UK. They 

explored the weather, looking particularly at different weather patterns during the four seasons. 

They learnt how the seasons are linked with the months of the year. 

Form 2 have had a busy year in Geography learning about continents and oceans, the equator and 

poles and about different climates around the world. They have also studied a contrasting locality 

overseas and how this is similar or different to Maldon; along with a variety of geographical skills 

such as identifying human and physical features and using a map or atlas. 

Form 3 have studied Europe; the children explored different flags and are able to locate different 

countries within Europe as well as researching about the cultural differences. Form 3 were very 

good at identifying the Capital cities in the countries. They have also studied the ‘British Isles’ as part 

of the focus on the Jurassic Coast. During the Summer Term the children focused on the Seven 

Natural Wonders of the World and explored from the Grand Canyon to the Northern Lights. 

In our Topic this Year Form 4 have explored how places around the world have been discovered 

and explored. They have discussed the importance of finding a trade route and how inaccessible 

travel was in the past. They have been fascinated to discover how various places attained their 

names. For example Florida was named after the lush Flora that the explorers discovered as well as 

how the Pacific Ocean was named because it is very peaceful.  

In geography this year Form 5 have studied the River Thames from the Ice age through to: Vikings, 

the Norman Invasion, the Middle ages, Medieval Times, the Victorians and Modern London. The 

children really enjoyed finding where the source of the Thames is , learning all about the invasions 

and the effect they had on the local environment and the people who lived there including the 

languages spoken in the region. The children have also really enjoyed learning about Mysteries of 
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the World in their summer topic.  Places have included: The Pyramids of Giza, The Galapagos Islands, 

The Great Wall of China and the Blue Hole. 

In Geography Form 6 studied London through the ages. They charted the change in population and 

size of the town and eventually capital city. As well as the human geography the children studied the 

physical geography of the land including how the River Thames changed over the period of 

occupation including its use as a source of water to a mode of transport to trade goods to Asia and 

Africa. Form 6 learnt how a meander eventually transforms into an ox-bow lake and how a waterfall 

gradually works its way up stream. 

During the study Around the World, Form 6 identified the 7 continents of the world and the 

countries within each one, detailing features such as highest peaks, populations, interesting and 

strange facts. A detailed study of ancient Benin enabled the children to discover more about the 

present day country of Nigeria and how cultures are located near to important resources such as 

water.  

During the Summer term topic, ‘Around the World’, the children spent 2 fantastic days globe 

trotting each of the continents. The children had to opportunity to discover amazing facts about 

each of the continents from origami penguins in the Antarctic, to the Eye of God and Worry Dolls 

in South America and Chinese Masks from Asia. The children travelled with their passports which 

were stamped on each of their visits. They also had fun fact sheets displayed around the playground 

which they could find out information to add to their passports. 
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION – MRS DICKINSON 

Our school focus of ‘British Values’ has focused of different beliefs and faiths. The children have 

enjoyed learning different dances and stories from a range of cultures. All of the children continue 

to study the main world religions including Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Sikhism and 

Buddhism. 

Reception enjoyed learning about and celebrating the Chinese New Year by eating Chinese food 

and making Chinese dragons! They performed their Nativity beautifully to their parents and 

grandparents this year.  

 

Form 1 have been learning about the Jewish religion and have learnt that Shabbat is a holy day for 

the Jewish community. They learnt the key elements of the Shabbat meal, why Jewish people 

celebrate the festivals of Hanukah and Passover and the significance of some Jewish beliefs and 

practices. 

 

As part of their studies, Form 2 looked at and visited a place of worship. They had a fantastic visit 

to All Saints’ Church, somewhere the school visits often, but the children knew little about. Canon 

Carter talked to them about many aspects of the building, they rang the bells, went into the vestry 

and the vicarage, climbed the pulpit, played the organ and learned about the font.  
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Form 3 have explored Christianity, Judaism and Hinduism. The start of the year the children 

performed the story of Rama and Sita and used the story to create their own version. The children 

have been discussing festivals such as Diwali as they made divas and imagined what it would be like 

to experience Diwali by writing a letter. During RE the children have created lovely acrostic poems 

and artwork in order for the children to have a depth and enjoyment on each Religion.  . Both Forms 

3 and 4 had a wonderful trip to the Cathdral where the children took part in workshops to have 

deeper knowledge about the ‘Easter Story’ and even created their own clay cross.  

 

This year Form 4  have studied the Sikhism faith. The children have learned about the founder Guru 

Nanak and the other important Gurus. They have an understanding of what the Sikhs believe and 

the importance of the 5Ks.They have looked at a number of Sikh festivals and their places of 

worships-the Gurdwaras. As part of the topic on Christianity the children looked at the story of 

creation and the importance of the feasts of Christmas and Easter. The children studied the Buddhist 

faith and some of their symbols and festivals. 

 

Form 5 have studied the origins, development and fundamental beliefs of Islam and the life of the 

prophet Muhammed as well as looking at the origins and structure of the Christian bible including 

the books of Genesis and Exodus. 

Form 6 have broadened their knowledge of the major religions by producing projects focussing on 

one of either Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Sikhism. The children focussed their 

research on how and when the religions started, gods, rules, places of worship, celebrations and 

festivals and food. The children really extended their understanding of how religions have distinct 

similarities and differences. 
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ART – MRS FLEMING 

Art is essential to a well-rounded education. It allows children to stir their imagination and develop 

their observational skills. Children learn to see more closely than "ordinary looking" and begin to 

notice things that otherwise might not have been seen. The subject develops focus and increases 

attention, allowing a child to be present in the moment. Art has always been an essential part of the 

curriculum at Maldon Court, this is evident in our outstanding displays; excellent competition results 

and the vibrant, original work that the children produce. Every child right from our Nursery to Form 

6 has a chance to experience and experiment with different mediums including, clay, textiles, 

printing, drawing and painting. 

Picasso has been quoted as saying "Every child is an artist" and Matisse confessed a wish to recapture 

the naivety of child art in his own work. At no stage is this more true than in our Early Years and 

Foundation Phase. 

In Nursery, the children are at the scribble stage, which is comprised of four sub-stages. In the 

beginning the marks are not controlled and children enjoy the tactile movement of drawing without 

trying to portray the visual world.  After six months of scribbling, marks are more orderly as children 

become more engrossed. Soon they begin to name scribbles, an important milestone in 

development. First conscious creation of form occurs around age three and provides a tangible 

record of the child's thinking process. The first representational attempt is a person, usually with 

circle for a head and two vertical lines for legs. Later, other forms develop, clearly recognizable and 

often quite complex. Children continually search for new concepts so symbols constantly change. It 

never ceases to amaze me how quickly children develop through these stages and how drawn they 

are to making marks on the paper. Our Nursery provides many opportunities and stimulating tactile 

experiences that lay the foundation for a love of Art.  

In Pre-Reception, the children are still provided with ample opportunities to develop their free 

drawing and the progress of their "this is me" portraits are quite remarkable over the year. They 

are slowly starting to understand the importance of space, however, their use of colour is still 

emotional rather than logical. The children have also had fun creating 3D dinosaurs, clay hedgehogs, 

painting with water balloons and experimenting with various printing techniques. 

    

In Reception, the children have been exploring colour.  They took great delight when mixing the 

primary colours using their wellies.  The children also took part in the whole school British Values 

display selecting a variety of media. Each child in the school was involved in decorating a C.D with 

an image that they felt best illustrated our Maldon School Family. It was wonderful to see such an 

eclectic mix of ideas and even more so to see the bond between the children as they worked 

together to complete their disc. 
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Form 1 have learnt new techniques and methods to produce work in both two and three 

dimensions. They were intrigued to learn about Land Artist, Andy Goldsworthy, and how he uses 

natural materials to create his temporary pictures outdoors with only photographic evidence of his 

creations. The children got the opportunity to create their own Land Art using flowers, shells, stones 

and leaves.  The children learnt about the difference between a portrait and a self-portrait and 

particularly enjoyed creating a portrait sculpture of themselves out of clay.  The children studied the 

artist Henri Matisse and created paper collage pictures in his style. They studied the life of artist 

Vincent van Gogh and successfully created their own interpretations of Van Gogh’s work Starry 

Night 

Form 2 have enjoyed a wide variety of art experiences; ranging from exploring with Environmental 

Art on their school trip to Notley park, to studying art collage work including whales and ice 

landscapes from Canada’s Ted Harrison. The children’s imagination was really captured when 

experimenting with op Art techniques; these can be viewed on our whole school CD collaboration 

in the foyer near Reception. 

    

Form 3 have been practising using different mediums. The children have been developing shading 

techniques such as stippling and cross hatching to create a range of tonal values using a pencil. The 

children began the first term with observational drawing of a pumpkin and developed their shading 

skills. They created some wonderful watercolour koi carp paintings and were encouraged to focus 

on proportion to develop their drawings of the fish. The children also studied artwork from Paul 

Klee and used his work to replicate his skills.  
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Form 4 have really enjoyed learning and developing various drawing skills. We focused on Betty 

Edward's Drawing on the Right side of the Brain techniques and then looked at the Mona Brooks 

Method. The children have really begun to observe the subject that they are drawing and apply the 

various elements of Art to create some very beautiful and detailed artwork. The children really 

surprised themselves with the level of detail they are successfully able to add to their drawings. 

    

The children in Form 5 have produced some fabulous artwork throughout the year. Whilst 

developing their drawing skills the children focussed on positive and negative spaces which allowed 

them to produce some fabulous drawings of a horse, up-side-down. They also loved learning about 

Chris Ofili, whose contemporary work carries a strong political message. It is wonderful to see the 

children’s maturity shining through as they discussed topical issues and they are beginning to 

understand the concepts behind a piece of work. We have also delved into the more technical 

aspects of drawing by practising two-point perspective. 

        

In Art, this year Form 6 have studied the work of Klimt, creating beautiful pictures of the Tree of 

Life.  They have been learning about Henry Spencer Moore, who was famous for sculpting people 

with hollow spaces in their bodies and for using flowing, abstract shapes. Moore was inspired by the 

Maya people, an ancient civilisation, who lived in the Yucatan peninsula. 
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This year we have begun our application for an Artsmark grading. This process is assessed over a 

two-year period and aims to provide a more enriched experience for the children by enabling them 

to take a greater lead in what direction they learn in.  The Artsmark refers to the Arts in general 

and includes Music and Drama.  

Children are at the centre of the Maldon Court ethos and we strive to empower them to take an 

active role in the arts at Maldon Court. The school provides diverse and quality arts experiences 

within and beyond their school day. These include specialist gifted and talented clubs, drama clubs, 

assemblies, peripatetic music lessons, samba bands, choirs, cultural days and excursions to appreciate 

and experience art.  

This year has seen the development of two more additional art clubs, One offered to a selection of 

Reception children and Year Ones. Another offered to Year 2 and 3 children. We are also working 

hard at developing partnerships within the community. We were very proud to exhibit our work, 

along with five other schools in our community at the Maeldune Centre. We were also very proud 

to have a selection of our children’s work exhibited at The Open Art and Design & Technology 

Exhibition at Chidwell School. 

    

The school works incredibly hard at delivering an arts curriculum which embraces and explores an 

understanding of various cultures.  Throughout the school all staff and community members strive 

to deliver a passion for the arts leaving pupils inspired, confident and eager to develop various artistic 

skills.  
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MUSIC – MRS HALES 

This has been an extremely busy year for the music department with more students than ever 

learning a musical instrument and new school music groups and ensembles being formed. The year 

started with a very successful harvest festival for which every class learnt a song and performed it 

at the service. All classes also performed at the Christmas Carol concert with the final hymn was 

led very ably by the school orchestra. 

Orchestra 

The orchestra has welcomed more Key Stage 1 players this year in the hope that starting in 

orchestra at an early age will mean we will have a trainee orchestra and a more senior orchestra. It 

was particularly nice to have players as young as Form 1 joining in and this led to there being a 

“buddy” system where Form 5 and 6 players mentored the younger players. 

Instruments 

More people than ever are learning an instrument at Maldon Court and we are now able to offer 

lessons on piano. flute, recorder, clarinet, trumpet, trombone, saxophone, guitar, ukulele and violin. 

We have again achieved a 100% pass rate with our Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music 

exams with some children already reaching a grade 3 on their instrument which is an equivalent to 

a GCSE grade C. Students continue to perform outside of school in various concerts and events 

and perform regularly in school assemblies. 

 

We have new ensembles in school this year which include a clarinet group and a recorder group. 

These ensembles support the instrumental lessons and give the students an extra opportunity to 

perform. 

Senior Choir 

The school choir continues to excel and in May performed two very successful lunchtime recitals, 

at Coggeshall Church and the United Reformed Church in Maldon. These concerts showcased the 

best instrumentalists in the school and gave the choir an opportunity to perform a number of pieces 

of varying repertoire. We have been invited back to both venues to perform again. 
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In January the Senior Choir went to the O2 Arena in London to be part of an 8000 strong choir 

performing to parents in the Young Voices 2017 concert. This was an amazing opportunity for the 

children to sing in rounds, in Welsh and Zulu and to soak up the atmosphere of what was a fabulous 

day. 

 

Grandparents’ Day 

All of the musicians in the school were given more chances to perform at Grandparents Day and 

Open Day. Again all classes learnt a song and choir and orchestra performed to much praise from 

everyone there. 

    

The highlight of the year for the music department was our Summer Soiree. The audience were 

treated to performances by the choir, orchestra, clarinet group, guitar groups, recorder group, 

various soloists, samba band and for the first time ever we were able to include a brass ensemble. 

The evening ended with the choir singing “You Raise Me Up” followed by some serious parent 

dancing as we all sang “Happy” – a feeling we definitely all felt after such a wonderful evening 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION – MISS BROADBRIDGE 

Curriculum PE 

Nursery  

This past year, Nursery have had the opportunity to join in regular introductory PE lessons on a 

Wednesday morning. These sessions have included the introduction to fundamental movements 

(alongside the EYFS guidelines) that allow the promotion of individual physical confidence in a 

controlled and appropriate setting. Fundamental movements and skills include: different ways of 

moving; using alternate feet and hands when climbing and sliding; negotiating space safely and 

effectively; adjusting speed and direction to avoid obstacles and collisions; catching a large balls and 

bean bags; and lastly using balance accordingly. 

This year, Nursery 2 have taken part in a sprint race at Sports Day and for the first year ever at 

Maldon Court, have taken part in an obstacle race! Well done Nursery! 

 

Pre-Reception 

This past year Pre-Reception pupils have been participating in a PE lesson every week. Pre-Reception 

have participated in learning fundamental movements and skills such as; negotiating space safely and 

effectively, alternating and using feet in hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping skills, sliding, climbing, 

crawling and adjusting speed and direction to avoid obstacles and collisions, throwing and catching 

beanbags and large balls, introduction to dance and aesthetic movements (including the further 

development of learning ‘left and right’ directions and instructions), gaining confidence in jumping 

from height and exploring various tactile equipment such as hoops, different sized balls and quoits. 

PE lessons are also sometimes linked with topics, seasons and planning to ensure cross curricular 

learning is included within lessons. Some cross curricular topics may include: learning colours, 

letters, sounds, numbers, counting, stories, nursery rhymes and various other themes.  

This year, Pre-Reception have taken part in three different races at Sports Day. The difficulty of the 

obstacle race for Pre-Reception this year has altered slightly, in order to challenge pupil’s 

coordination, speed and agility.  
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Reception  

This past year, Reception have engaged in one PE lesson every week, revolving their learning around 

the fundamental ‘Agility, Balance and Coordination’ (ABCs) skills. Within the bean bag and ball games 

unit, pupils have been practising: sliding, rolling, scooping, kicking, underarm throwing and aiming to 

a target. Pupils have been challenged by varied targets, individual set challenges, creating their own 

games and have been given the opportunity to judge, coach and help one another in many activities. 

Pupils have been using hoops, quoits, spots and other tactile equipment to develop further learning. 

Reception have also participated in basic sending and hitting games. Pupils have been practising vital 

skills such as, negotiating space safely and effectively, adjusting speed and direction to avoid obstacles, 

learning how to hold a tennis racket correctly, controlling a tennis racket, sending and returning a 

ball to a target or a partner in small sided games. Reception have also participated in a small sided 

cricket game, called 3 Tee’s Cricket. This game introduces pupils into striking and fielding principles.  

In the aesthetics unit, Reception increased their fundamental learning, by partaking in the aesthetics 

disciplines. This unit included the introduction to dance and aesthetics movements such as: using 

hands to feet movements, gaining confidence in jumping from height, learning how to perform a 

pencil, dish, egg and a forward roll, exploring body shapes and various body movements and 

interpreting music.  

This year, Reception have taken part in Sports Day, which included many different races that 

challenged pupil’s coordination, speed and agility.  

Form 1 

This past year, Form 1 have participated in one PE lesson each week, learning and participating in 

games and aesthetics based unit. Within the games unit, Form 1 have been engaging in: underarm 

throwing and aiming skills, controlling and kicking small balls and beanbags. Pupils have been able to 

work in pairs and small groups, focusing their learning on aiming at various targets from different 

distances, using an underarm throwing technique. Pupils have engaged in scoring fairly, by themselves 

and in pairs, by using scorecards. Also, during lessons Form 1 have been practising basic and 

advanced ‘Agility, Balance and Coordination’ (ABCs) skills. Within this unit, progression has led into 

creating own aiming and scoring games, focusing on teamwork, creativity and accuracy. Form 1 have 

also learnt hand-eye coordination components and skills, and have progressed their learning to being 

able to dribble and control a ball when handling a hockey stick, cricket bat and a tennis racket. Form 

1 have also participated in striking and fielding games and athletics, predominately focusing their 

skills on cricket, tennis and athletics disciplines. Form 1 have particularly enjoyed playing 3 Tee’s 

Cricket, where pupils work together to score as many runs as possible. This year, Form 1 took part 

in a 3 Tee’s Cricket match against Great Totham School and demonstrated fantastic understanding, 

teamwork and brilliant striking skills.  

In the aesthetics unit, Form 1 have learnt and practised the following gymnastic elements: hands to 

feet movements, travelling, learning how to perform a pencil, dish, egg and a forward roll, exploring 

body shapes and various body movements. Pupils have also learnt to link movements together, to 

create effective sequences and patterns, individually or as part of a team.  

This year, Form 1 took part in many different Sports Day races, which were extremely competitive.  
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Form 2 

This past year, Form 2 have participated in one PE lesson every week. Within the aesthetics unit, 

Form 2 have all learnt and developed competency in performing all hands to feet movements with 

control and also have all completed all the unit rolls including: dish, egg, pencil, forward and teddy 

bear. Form 2 have also completed jumps from height and shape jumps effectively, landing accordingly. 

Pupils have progressed their skills to link into creative sequences and patterns.  

Within the games unit, Form 2 have participated in: invasion games (hockey and tag rugby), athletics 

and striking and fielding games, including tennis and cricket. Form 2 have illustrated brilliant hand-

eye coordination control and accuracy when playing hockey and cricket.  Pupils have developed 

their skills in all of the sports above, practising their skills within game situations. For the first year 

ever at Maldon Court, Form 2 recently took part in their first introductory tag rugby tournament 

against 3 other schools, where they demonstrated fantastic teamwork and great understanding of 

the game!  

    

Key Stage 2 

This past year, Key Stage 2 (KS2) have been learning and developing their physical and tactical skills 

in various sports within their PE lessons each week. Within the games unit, pupils have been engaging 

in sportshall athletics, athletics disciplines, kwik cricket, netball, basketball, tag rugby, bench-ball, 

dodgeball, hockey, and health and fitness related exercise. Pupils have been introduced to tactical 

play, advanced technical principles of all of the above sports. KS2 have also developed agility, balance, 

coordination and reaction skills in all sports.  

Within the aesthetics unit, pupils in KS2 have participated in dance, hands to feet movements, rolls, 

jumps from height, jumps (including shape jumps) and counter tension and counter balance. All pupils 

have used their creativity and confidence to create sequences and patterns, linking all gymnastic and 

dance elements together effectively.  

Extra-curricular Sport 

Extra-curricular sport includes Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 Sports Clubs. KS1 Sport Club includes 

various small sided games that focus on agility, balance, coordination and team games. KS2 Sport 

Club enables all pupils attending the opportunity to vote on specific sports they would like to play 

and engage in, each week. This has enabled further social enjoyment for involvement in sport for all 

pupils. Additional invitational KS2 sport training sessions have operated on occasional Thursdays 

after school. These training sessions have allowed teams to practice for specific sports in preparation 

for matches and competitions. Forms 1 and 2, have also had the opportunity to take part in multi-

sports club, held on a Wednesday lunchtime. Multi-sports includes various fun and enjoyable games 

for all pupils to take part in.  
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Competitions, Fixtures and Events  

As a continuous member of the Plume School Sports Partnership, our pupils have had the 

opportunity to participate in many festivals and competitions. Forms 1 and 2 have taken part in many 

sporting festivals hosted by the Partnership, where all multi-skills and sports were included. 

    

 

Sports Day 

On Friday 30th June 2017, all pupils participated in a very enjoyable Sports Day, where all pupils 

demonstrated fantastic sporting spirit, ability and competitiveness whilst competing in their favourite 

races and events. This year, two new events were introduced: a Forms 3&4 combined track relay 

and the chest push field event. In addition to the new events, some of the races were altered slightly 

to challenge the children further. It was a lovely day, with all pupils participating in many different 

events.  

I would like to say thank you to all parents and families for their fantastic support this past year in 

the sport department.  
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Detailed below in the table are the overall sporting statistics for the school year 2016-2017: 

Date  Event  Result  

22nd September 2016  Years 5&6 Cross Country  Year 5 Girls = 3rd / 13 schools 

Year 5 Boys = 3rd / 13 schools  

Year 6 Girls = 6th / 13 schools 

Year 6 Boys = 10th /13 schools 

29th September 2016  Years 3&4 Cross Country  Year 3 Girls = 3rd / 7 schools  

Year 3 Boys = 2nd / 7 schools  

Year 4 Girls = 4th / 6 schools  

Year 4 Boys = 2nd / 6 schools  

6th October 2016  Years 3&4 Cross Country  Year 3 Girls =2nd  

Year 3 Boys = 2nd  

Year 4 Girls = 1st 

Year 4 Boys = 1st  

7th October 2016  Year 3&4 Tag Rugby Tournament  

Years 5&6 Tag Rugby Tournament  

3&4 A Team = 1st  

3&4 B Team = Respect Award 

5&6 A Team = 1st  

13th October 2016  Years 5&6 Cross Country  Scores not provided  

10th November 2016 Years 3&4 Cross Country  Scores not provided  

24th November 2016  Years 5&6 Tag Rugby Tournament  1st place  

29th November 2016 Year 1 3 Tee’s Cricket v Great Totham 

School  

Won 

26th January 2017  Year 5&6 Tag Rugby  3rd place 

2nd March 2017  Year 3&4 Netball v Wentworth School  Won 2-0 

9th March 2017  Years 3&4 Cross Country Relay  Girls = 7th / 22 schools  

Boys = 8th / 22 schools  

16th March 2017  Years 5&6 Cross Country Relay  Girls = 9th / 24 schools  

Boys = 12th / 24 schools  

23rd March 2017  Year 2 Tag Rugby  No score.  

30th March 2017  Years 3&4 Tag Rugby  

Years 5&6 Tag Rugby  

Won  

Won  

25th May 2017  Years 3&4 Athletics Meet  Individual places  

4th July 2017  District Sports – Field Events  1st Place 

6th July 2017  District Sports – Track Events  1st Place 
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY – MRS FLEMING 

Design and Technology is an inspiring, dynamic and practical subject, one that the children at Maldon 

Court get very excited about it.  Design and Technology has a massive impact on students' learning. 

They develop a broad range of subject knowledge and draw on disciplines such as mathematics, 

science, engineering, computing and art. They need to take information they learn from other 

subjects and apply it using logic, the power of analysis and creativity while remembering to use 

common sense to solve a problem and complete their design brief. It's a real cross-curricular subject. 

Children begin to understand a concept once they are able to apply them practically within a real 

life context. Their skills are developed throughout the various areas and children are encouraged to 

take risks, be resourceful and critically evaluate their designs. 

The children work in sketchbooks which are beautifully presented and show the three stages of: 

planning, creating and evaluating. A few of the projects that the children have produced are listed 

below to give you some insight into what happens in each year group. 

Pre Reception created some really striking box art dragons following on from their topic study 

Room on the Broom. Reception explored building using a variety of construction materials, both 

following picture instructions and using their own ideas. Their favourites have been Lego, Mobilo 

and Knex. Reception made a fantastic job of sewing a teddy.     

    

Form 1 have had the experience of planning and modifying their designs as well as evaluating them 

and suggesting improvements.  They particularly enjoyed creating a moving 3D Christmas card using 

a wheel mechanism. They also had experience of making a pivot and level device. 

Form 2 had great fun this year making vehicles and windmills. To make their vehicle chassis, they 

had to cut wood to size using a saw; they assembled axles and wheels and then created bodywork 

using different materials. They learned about joining techniques and how different materials can be 

manipulated. When they constructed their windmills, they had to investigate what makes a structure 

stable before creating sails that would turn; they had a variety of design ideas that they could follow 

to achieve this. 
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Form 3 designed photo frames at the beginning of the year whilst choosing a specific audience. The 

children had to study a variety of sturdy structures before designing their final product. As well as 

designing and building the frame, the children challenged themselves to make a weave to insert into 

the frame. They demonstrated creativity and resilience within this process. The children could 

evaluate their work and explain what they would change or be proud of. Their moving monsters 

proved they understood pneumatic systems and they had great fun building them! 

    

Form 4 have created clay pots using a variety of techniques including pinch pots, the coil method 

and slabbing. They have also shown a great interest in sewing when making our textile bookmarks 

and were extremely difficult to pry away from their weaving once they got going. Lastly the children 

excelled at bridge design when looking at our unit on structures. 

    

Form 5 children were thoroughly engrossed whilst building their barrage balloons. These giant 

structures were then dropped from a height to experience how these structures would have flown 

during WW2. Linking in with their World War 2 topic, Form 5 also designed bomber planes using 

recycled plastic bottles.     
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It was delightful to see the Form 6 children utterly engrossed in developing their sewing skills when 

creating a surprise Christmas tree decoration for each school staff member. They devoted many of 

their break times to finish within their deadline and used cross stitch, blanket stitch and a running 

stitch in their design. 

    

Our school outings are organised to enhance the curriculum. One of the excursions involved the 

children making shelters and learning the basics of construction. Children in Reception, Year One 

and Year two were involved in a survival day at Chigbourough farm where the children learnt how 

to build rafts and tested these on the river with their teddies. They also built dens and selected the 

best materials to build their shelters. Pre Reception looked at various animal homes on their Gruffalo 

hunt at Thorndon Park.  
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES – MRS DICKINSON 

Buenas dias y Bonjour! 

Here at Maldon Court we give the children the basics in two foreign languages, as well as expose 

them to the variety of languages spoken within our school. The mix of Spanish and French gives the 

children an experience which will help them to understand how languages are connected, as well as 

exposing them to a range of different cultures. As songs, rhymes, rhythm, ICT games, drawing and 

games are part of the teaching; children will hopefully foster a positive approach to language learning 

that they can take with them through life 

Our Reception class have French little and often throughout the week, learning numbers, colours, 

feelings as they begin to make connections between English and French. These lessons are mainly 

oral and recognition based, the objective being to develop a sense of fun but also real accuracy in 

speaking skills by practise and repetition.  

 

Form 1 have listened carefully in French lessons this year and have therefore developed a basic 

French vocabulary. They can answer basic greetings, about how they feels and answer questions 

about their pets. They are becoming more confident saying the days of the week and months of the 

year, counting to 20 and saying colours in French. They are also able to answer questions on their 

age. 

Form 2 enjoy learning new French vocabulary through songs. They have been learning the names of 

different body parts singing Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes in French, as well as the days of the 

week. They have also learnt some general greetings, colours, the names of some fruits and vegetables 

as well as the months of the year. 
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In Key Stage 2 the lessons are more structured, following the unit based scheme from the Sunderland 

programme in both French and Spanish. The children do still have the opportunity to sing songs and 

play games to help them memorise new vocabulary, but they are encouraged to go beyond 

recognising and repeating language to recalling vocabulary and making the language their own.  

Form 3 began the year learning French and have been practising their pronunciation skills. Within 

the lessons the children have been practising verbally and being able to identify spellings correctly. 

Form 3’s favourite part of the year has been learning Spanish with our fellow class puppet Toro, 

who is a Spanish Bull. The children were resilient in learning foods, colour, numbers and greetings.  

 

This Year Form 4 have studied several topics in French and Spanish. These include in French: general 

Greetings, classroom instructions, modes of transport, food and drink , and the weather. We also 

learned about the celebration of Christmas-la Natitivity pour Natale. In Spanish, we learned about 

the parts of the body, numbers and colours, the animals you would find on a farm and the feast of 

Easter-La Semana Santa. 

Form 5 have studied a number of topics in French and Spanish. These include in French: general 

greetings, the alphabet and numbers, following simple directions, names of shops and celebrations. 

In Spanish: members of our family, names of pets, likes and dislikes, farm animals, singular and plural 

nouns. They have focused on correct pronunciation, careful listening, recognising and responding to 

sound patterns, using phrases and short sentences. The children have enjoyed the opportunity to 

apply their skills by learning songs and playing games. 

Form 6 children have increased their counting skills to 100, identifying colours and studied the 

similarities and differences between the English and French education system which was also 

reinforced by a visit from a former primary school teacher who now lives in France. The children 

enjoyed finding out what it was like to live in France, comparing the climate, road signs, food and 

style of housing. Form 6 also learnt how to give directions in French and could write accurate 

instructions for reaching a chosen destination. During the ‘Around the World’ topic Form 6 also 

learnt how to count in a selection of languages from the four corners of the Earth including Italian, 

Japanese, Polish and Croatian. 
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PSHEE – MRS BARON 

PSHEE education is a school subject through which pupils develop the knowledge, skills and 

attributes they need to keep themselves healthy and safe, and prepare for life and work in modern 

Britain. Evidence shows that well-delivered PSHE programmes have an impact on both academic and 

non-academic outcomes for pupils, particularly the most vulnerable and disadvantaged. Our scheme 

of work aims to develop skills and attributes such as resilience, self-esteem, risk-management, 

teamworking and critical thinking in the context of learning grouped into three core themes: health 

and wellbeing, relationships and living in the wider world. 

The Reception children have formed wonderful relationships with their classmates and are always 

considerate to each other taking turns and playing together happily. The children are given 

designated times during the week to take part in ‘child initiated’ activities where they choose their 

own activities and lead their own learning. This provides many excellent opportunities to develop 

and extend their PSHEE skills.  

 

Form 1 have been studying: Beginning and belonging; learning to develop collaborative relationships 

within the class; Lost and Found; to know how to ask for help and to have ideas about how to help 

each other; My Emotions; to know the names of a basic range of feelings and to develop the skill of 

collaborative problem solving; Diversity and Community; to understand what makes up their 

identity, to understand about their own culture and beliefs and those of others and Staying healthy; 

to know about the range of things that help keep them healthy. 

Form 2 have covered a number of topics this year, these have included: learning about Rights, Rules 

and Responsibilities; part of which is to understand why we have rules and how these are made. 

They have also discussed ‘bullying’; what bullying is, ways in which bullying occurs and how they can 

keep themselves and others safe from bullying. They particularly enjoyed the unit on Economic 

Wellbeing and Financial Capability; where money comes from, choices about the use of money and 

where we can keep our money safe; we hope they have a little more respect for their Pocket Money 

now. They also thoroughly enjoyed entertaining and being hosts to their Grandparents on 

Grandparents’ Day.   
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In Form 3, the children began the year by learning how to build relationships and how to react to 

people’s differences fairly. The children thought carefully about issues that worry them and discussed 

in class how they can be resolved. They have explored their own identities as well as understanding 

how to value and respect diversities. They have also extended their knowledge as to what 

constitutes a healthy and balanced diet. 

The highlight for Form Four this year was C.P.R training hosted by the Air Ambulance. The children 

learned a vital life lesson that minutes count during an emergency and how to respond quickly and 

competently to save the life of an unresponsive person. Each child was taught how to administer 

C.P.R and mouth to mouth by a member of the air ambulance team. They then demonstrated these 

skills on a Resus Annie doll. They were also taught where to find and how to use an A.E.D in an 

emergency. The children were captivated and feel confident that they now know what to do in a 

Resus Emergency.  

 

This year Form 5 have studied several topics including: Beginnings and Belonging; Working Together; 

Diversity; Lifestyle-managing risks and Healthy Living. They found the Diversity topic very interesting 

as they could link this to their Geography work about ‘Invasions along the Thames valley ‘with the 

poem ‘The British ‘to understand what it actually means to be British, and how, as a Nation, we are 

made up of many nationalities who all work together. 

Form 6 is a year in which the children are preparing to move on to their chosen schools. Many of 

the topics relate to managing changing, making and following new rules and understanding how to 

value friendships. In September Form 6 went on the Crucial Crew trip to Stow Maries Aerodrome. 

The trip centred around a variety of activities provided by Essex Police, Essex Road Safety, Maldon 

District Council and The Plume School. It covered topics such as cyber-bullying, recycling, being safe 

when cycling on the road and fire safety. Form 6 took part in Bikeability during the Summer term. 

This is an essential skill ensuring that all children can confidently and safely cycle on the road, 

ensuring their bicycle is roadworthy, that they are wearing the correct equipment and are aware of 

the highway code. They also attended the residential trip to Kingswood which helps develop 

independence, resilience, self-esteem, team work, critical thinking and team work.  
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PSHEE permeates all aspects of life at Maldon Court, not just through the directed teaching of our 

scheme. We have continued to raise money for a number of charities, we delivered food parcels to 

local residents following our Harvest Festival, our Head Boy and Girl attended the Remembrance 

Day ceremony and service and our committees for Healthy School, Eco School and School Council 

continue to thrive and make changes all for the good of the school, pupils and our environment.  

 

Maldon Court has also revalidated their status as a Healthy School. 

School Council 

The School Council councillors have had an extremely busy and productive start to the school year. 

During their bimonthly meetings they have been discussing manageable ways to make a difference 

for each pupil in the school. Subsequently, it was decided that it would be useful to have something 

painted onto the tarmac for the children to play on. Some of the ideas mentioned included a hundred 

square, giant snakes and ladders or a huge chess set. 

Each representative was asked for ideas on how to raise money to fund our project. The top ideas 

were voted for and set into motion. Over Christmas pupils paid for and created Christmas clay 

ornaments. It was lovely to see the older children working with and teaching the younger members 

of the school. 

Being a school councillor has its benefits and the biggest was certainly the annual trip to the Houses 

of Parliament. This highly anticipated trip lived up to all expectations with one child commenting 

that “This has been the best day of my life!” The representatives were allowed to enter through the 

Sovereign Entrance, admire the Robing Room and visit the House of Lords. 

Ouor Chairperson and Secretary have loved meeting with the other school council representatives 

and chairing the meeting to decide the topic for the annual conference. 

Another highlight for our team hs also been the participation in the school council conference. The 

children discussed ideas on how best to share their knowledge on e-safety with their peers. 
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NURSERY 1 & 2 – MRS BAINES 

Another wonderful year has passed us by, where does time go! 

We are extremely privileged to share such a formative year in your child’s life and have enjoyed 

some incredible moments. We welcomed back our Nursery 1 children as our new Nursery 2s and 

settled our new Nursery 1s in very quickly. They all looked so small last September and have 

flourished. We began with thirteen children and have finished the year with twenty-one. 

We settled back into routine very easily and our Nursery 2 class stepped up to the challenge of 

being the eldest and soon led the way. We embarked on lots of exciting topics this year based 

around the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum and made our Nursery a vivid splash of colour 

everywhere you look.     

We loved The Gruffalo topic especially our Gruffalo trail at Leeches Garden which turned into an 

Autumnal leaf gathering and gave us the opportunity to enjoy the late September sunshine. 

    

We have discovered our love of messy play and become experts at making playdough. 

    

We took part in The Big Bird Watch and enjoyed counting how many different birds we could see 

at Leeches Garden. 
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We learn through play in the nursery and are always keen to try new things, we love the ball pit, 

and popping bubbles which have aided our physical development and our personal, social and 

emotional development. 

    

We joined in with World Book day and made all of our costumes based on The Hungry Caterpillar, 

we also took part in The Giant Wiggle to raise money for Action For Children and raised a staggering 

£145! The children were amazing as they walked around the whole playground ten times. 

 

We made some beautiful hats for the Easter Bonnet Parade and released our butterflies on the same 

day! We really enjoyed watching our caterpillars grow! 

    

We take part in P.E lessons which we really enjoy and help us to improve our balance and 

coordination as well as being so much fun! We love our music and movement in the big hall as this 

encourages us to sing and make lots of noise which we are especially good at! 
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We had our Ofsted Inspection and very proudly received Outstanding . Our staff work continuously 

to improve outcomes for children and all their hard work and continued support from our parents 

has paid off.  

The children have had so much fun this year and this is always apparent in their big beaming smiles. 

We are looking forward to celebrating the end of our third year with our annual Teddy Bears’ Picnic 

to be held on the beautiful grassed area. 

We will be handing our Nursery 2 class over to the very wonderful hands of Miss Cottiss and Miss 

Sackett the new Pre Reception managers and look forward to watching them flourish within the 

school. Our Nursery 1class will remain with us in September as they take on the challenge of class 

leaders as we welcome our new Nursery 1class  and our new member of staff Miss Victoria 

Washbourne. 
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PRE RECEPTION – MRS HUETT & MRS THOMSON 

Pre Reception has had an exceptionally busy year. Our varied curriculum has ensured that each child 

has had the opportunity to enjoy and learn from a wide range of topics planned around the Early 

Years Foundation Stage-Development Matters, with a balance of adult led and child initiated 

activities. We have enjoyed some fabulous topics which have really sparked the children’s 

imaginations, including Celebrations with Red Ted’s birthday, Dinosaurs and Dragons, Chinese New 

Year, The Farm, Billy’s Bucket and People Who Help Us. 

    

At Christmas we took part in the Shine Star Shine nativity with Reception class. The children were 

fabulous, they sang and danced beautifully. The children enjoyed some wonderful role play in our 

Santa’s Grotto, acting out stories, using their imagination and developing their social and language 

skills. 

    

In the Spring term, as part of our Winter topic, the children conducted a science experiment to find 

out how to change a liquid in to a solid.  We decided to find out how to turn water in to ice.  The 

children thought of a number of ideas and made some predictions.  We put some water in the fridge, 

the freezer, in our room and left some water outside overnight.  The children were very excited to 

see the results. 
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Pre Reception were lucky enough to visit Turncole Farm twice this year, once in the Autumn and 

again in the Summer term to meet the new arrivals. Mr. and Mrs. Hull showed us around their 

working farm and spoke to us about the young animals and how they were fed. The children had a 

wonderful time and we were very lucky to see a lamb being born. 

 

As part of our People Who Help Us topic we have had some very exciting visitors in to speak to us 

about their jobs. We welcomed Paramedics Mr. & Mrs. Wigginton, Dr. Crozier and Police Constable 

Simpson who spoke to us about keeping ourselves safe.  We are also looking forward to a very 

exciting trip to South Woodham Ferrers Fire Station to meet Gary the firefighter. 

 

We held a very successful Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea. The children made cakes and biscuits to 

serve and after performing some amazing songs, gave their Mummy a card and gift. A wonderful 

time was had by all! This was an especially poignant and special day for us as after 12 years at Maldon 

Court, it was our last one.  

We continue with the hugely successful Jolly Phonics scheme of learning phonic sounds. This year 

we have more children than ever moving through to Reception class with a solid foundation and 

knowledge of phonetic sounds and sound speak. Many children know the twenty-six letter sounds, 

can hear initial sounds and are beginning to read.   

As our time at Maldon Court ends and we look forward to our (early!) retirement, we would like 

to express our heartfelt thanks to all our parents, both present and past, for their trust and support.  

It has been an honour and privilege to have your children in our care and we will miss you all. 
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ASSESSMENT – MRS OLIVE 

From September 2015 we have looked at ways to assess the children ‘without levels’. Using the new 

Year Group Expectations, we have devised what we consider to be a very robust assessment system. 

To support pupil attainment and progression, we have introduced a very clear assessment 

framework, so that we can check what pupils have learned and whether they are on track to meet 

expectations at the end of each year and key stage and so that they can we can report regularly to 

parents.  

We have introduced a new form of   pupil tracking so that we can continue to benchmark children’s 

performance through a variety of Key Stage assessments. These assessments are in Reading, Writing, 

SPaG (Spelling Punctuation and Grammar), Mathematics and Science.  

As part of the new Abacus mathematics scheme the children are assessed each half term in 2 key 

areas Arithmetic and Problem Solving & Reasoning. These assessments, provide teachers with up to 

date progress enabling more focused planning for each child. 

With the introduction of the Scholarpack Assessment package we will have a whole school 

assessment approach from Nursery 1 through to form 6. This will commence in September 2017. 
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Form 6 Leavers 2017 

Lily Barnes – St Mary’s 

Amrit Chahil - Newhall 

Brodie Clampin – The Plume 

Molly Coghlan - Newhall 

Joe Cunningham – Great Baddow High School 

Naomi Deavers – Southend High School for Girls 

Sam Drewitt – Ormiston Rivers 

Keara Driscoll – Great Baddow High School 

Jamie Fenton – Ipswich School 

Patrick Flitter – The Plume 

Ailsa Galloway – Colchester County High School for Girls 

Izzy Harrison – Colchester County High School for Girls 

Callum Huan – St Thomas More 

Bayley Lempriere – Colchester High School 

Jessica Noble – Southend High School for Girls 

Ava Nutley – The Plume 

Pippa Pavelin – St Mary’s 

Thomas Philips – Colchester High School 

Finn Robinson – Colchester Royal Grammar 

George Smith – Westcliff High School for Boys 

 

Scholarships 

Amrit Chahil – Academic Scholarship, Newhall School 

Amrit Chahil – Mary Skill Award for Music, Felsted School 

Pippa Pavelin – Miss Comrie Scholarship, St Mary’s School for Girls 

Thomas Philips – Academic & Science Scholarships, Colchester High School 

Joe Cunningham – Sports Scholarship, Great Baddow High School 
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11+ Places 

Amrit Chahil – Chelmsford County High School for Girls 

Naomi Deavers – Southend High School for Girls 

Ailsa Galloway – Colchester County High School for Girls 

Izzy Harrison – Colchester County High School for Girls 

Callum Huan – St Thomas More 

Jessica Noble – Southend High School for Girls 

Finn Robinson – Colchester Royal Grammar School for Boys 

George Smith – Westcliff High School for Boys 
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Staff Training 2016 - 2017 

 

First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Lynne Baines Nursery Manager  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Lynne Baines Nursery Manager  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Lynne Baines Nursery Manager  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Lynne Baines Nursery Manager  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Lynne Baines Nursery Manager  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Sarah Baron Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  

Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  
SIMS Training  24/11/2016 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  
Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  
Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  
Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  

How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Vickie Bennett 
Personal Assistant to 

Headteacher  
Tablet training 10/05/2017 
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First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Suzanne Broadbridge Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Suzanne Broadbridge Classroom Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Suzanne Broadbridge Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Suzanne Broadbridge Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Emma Clark Classroom Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Sophie Cottiss Deputy Nursery Manager  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Sophie Cottiss Deputy Nursery Manager  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Sophie Cottiss Deputy Nursery Manager Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Alison Cousins 
Midday Assistant / Wrap 

Around Care 
Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Alison Cousins 
Midday Assistant / Wrap 

Around Care 

How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Richard Coyle Business Manager  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Richard Coyle Business Manager  SIMS Training  24/11/2016 

Richard Coyle Business Manager  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Richard Coyle Business Manager  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Amy Curtis Teaching Assistant  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 
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First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Amy Curtis Teaching Assistant  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Chloe Denyer Nursery Practitioner 
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Nichola Dibben Teaching Assistant  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Claudia Dickinson Classroom Teacher  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Lindsay Fleming Classroom Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Lorna Fowden Teaching Assistant  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Lorna Fowden Teaching Assistant  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Loraine Guest Principal 
Headteacher's 

Consortium meeting 
10/05/2017 

Loraine Guest Principal Child Protection 01/09/2016 
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First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Loraine Guest Principal Safeguarding 28/06/2017 

Tina Huett Pre Reception Manager  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Tina Huett Pre Reception Manager 
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Tina Huett Pre Reception Manager Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Tina Huett Pre Reception Manager 
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  
Headteacher's 

Consortium meeting 
10/05/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher  SIMS Training  24/11/2016 

Elaine Mason Head Teacher Safeguarding 28/06/2017 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  SIMS Training  24/11/2016 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  Child Protection 01/09/2016 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  Tablet training 10/05/2017 
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First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Ann Olive Assistant Head  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Danielle Rainger Midday Supervisor  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Danielle Rainger Midday Supervisor  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Rosie Sackett 
Teaching Assistant / Wrap 

Around Care 

How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Rosie Sackett 
Teaching Assistant / Wrap 

Around Care 

Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Rosie Sackett 
Teaching Assistant / Wrap 

Around Care 
Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Rosie Sackett 
Teaching Assistant /Wrap 

Around Care 
Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  SIMS Training  24/11/2016 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Coralie Saggs Assistant Head  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Sue Short Classroom Teacher  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Sue Short Classroom Teacher  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Sue Short Classroom Teacher  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Sue Short Classroom Teacher  Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Marianne Summers 
SEN Co-ordinator / 

Classroom Teacher 
Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 
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First Name 

 

Surname 

 

Staff Role 

 

Course 

 

Completed 

Date 

Marianne Summers 
SEN Co-ordinator / 

Classroom Teacher 
Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Marianne Summers 
SEN Co-ordinator / 

Classroom Teacher 

How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Marianne Summers 
SEN Co-ordinator / 

Classroom Teacher 
Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Paula Thomson Pre Reception Manager  Scholarpack 10/05/2017 

Paula Thomson Pre Reception Manager 
Antibullying modules 

1-7  
10/05/2017 

Paula Thomson Pre Reception Manager Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Paula Thomson Pre Reception Manager Fire Warden Training 25/01/2017 

Paula Thomson Pre Reception Manager 
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Shelley Webster Teaching Assistant  
How to deal with 

Choking 
08/03/2017 

Shelley Webster Teaching Assistant  Tablet training 10/05/2017 

Jeni Wilkins Administration Assistant 
Senior First Aid at 

Work 
28/06/2017 

 


